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Omnichannel and the 
shifting role of the 

stores
The Rise of 

Mobile

Trends of 2020

The Rise of MobileExplosion of Online 
Discovery

A More Competitive 
Environment



What happened 
last Christmas?



The season started 
earlier and lasted longer

It was heavily 
skewed to online 

Last Christmas... 

It got 
more competitive



Source: Google Internal | Gifts PASCAT category | Ireland

Last year 
there were more 
searches for gifts 
than ever before 
as consumers 
began browsing 
the category a 
month earlier 
than usual

Search interest for Gifts, 2020 vs. 2019 Ireland



This is a persistent trend 
we've seen over the last 
few years

Shopping for Christmas gifts 
is a long and drawn out 
process

6%

Source: IPSOS

of people began thinking 
about gifts six months in 

advance.



Source: ¹ Google Consumer Survey, UK,  n=2000, May - June 2021; 
² IPSOS Essentials Report, Phase 4, Wave 39: Apr 22 - 25, 2021

Most shoppers plan to 
do the majority of their 
Christmas shopping 
online, even as 
lockdowns have eased

2020 2021

Online

Instore

66% 62%

33% 38%

Q: How are you planning to do the majority 
of your Christmas shopping this year? ¹ 

While stores have reopened, 38% of 
UK consumers still feel shopping in 
store poses a moderate to large 
risk. ²



What will demand 
look like this year?



Search interest for Gifts, 2019-2021 - Ireland

Search interest for gifts has 
sustained into 2021

Source: Google Internal | Gifts PASCAT Category | Ireland



Source Google Internal Data, Ireland, Gifting | Sep 20 - Aug 21 

YoY Search Growth | Ireland
We’ve seen 
sustained growth in 
searches across 
popular gifting 
categories 



Search interest for ‘delivery’ in the Gifting category, 2019-2021 - Ireland

Online gift shopping fuels growing expectations for 
delivery options

Looking at searches for gift “delivery” (a measure specifically of online demand for gifts) - this fell once shops 
reopened, but the levels are still double 2019 and approaching the level at the start of October last year. 

Key takeaways

Source: Google Trends 

2019 2020 2021



Search interest for ‘ideas’ in the Gifting category, 2019-2021 - Ireland

Shoppers are increasingly looking for their gift inspiration 
online 

In 2021 we saw year-on-year increases for searches for ‘ideas’ during the Peak period. In 2021 we've also 
seen interest for ideas in gifting maintain elevated at 2019 levels. 

Key takeaways

Source: Google Trends 

2019 2020 2021



Consumers are 
using more visually 
engaging formats 
as they browse

+50%

Source: Google Internal Data - Ireland data 



Source Google Internal Data, Ireland, Gifting category queries 

Brand vs Generic search interest in Gifting | Ireland

Generic searches 
drive a significant 
portion of query 
growth in Q4



YouTube 
& Search 

of shoppers say that they have 
purchased products that they 
discovered on YouTube

of people say they discover 
new products on YouTube

2/3

90%

Visually engaging formats that meet your 
customers needs have a large role to play in 
decision making



Consumers are increasingly in a constant state of discovery

Dri

In a state of
constant discovery

Now

Dri

People used to carve out time 
specifically for discovery 

Then

85%
of online consumers will 
take a product-related 
action within 24 hours of 
discovering a product 
that meets their needs.1

Sources:(1)  Google / Ipsos Connect, Consumer Discovery Study, U.S., December 2018, n of 2,001 US consumers age 18-54 who go online at least once a month



Peak21 
Case Study: Littlewoods Ireland win Christmas



Objectives:

Littlewoods Ireland was seeing 
strong growth in revenue but 
its bottom line wasn’t enjoying 
similar improvement. 

● Grow Clothing & Footwear Margin by 9% YoY
● Achieve a last-click non-brand search Return on Ad Spend of 10
● Breakeven on YouTube spend

Business Challenge



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af2eU8C8NVs


Results : Youtube

8,035 Sales from the 
campaign

16 They achieved a 
ROAS of 16

5.7million Youtube Views

€0.009 Cost Per View



Results : Search

+50% Paid Search 
revenue increased 
by 50%! 15 Non-Brand 

Last-click 
ROAS 



2019 Award Winner!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af2eU8C8NVs


Staying ahead 
of the curve



These changes in consumer behaviour pose 3 major 
challenges to teams today  

Prioritising Actions to 
drive Growth

Scaling Real 
Time Insights

Executing Efficiently



Scaling real time insights and signals to help deliver 
meaningful engagements with Consumers online 

Click through Rate  Purchase Intent 

When Ads were layered with more meaningful consumer insights

Source: Rethinking Readiness report, Google, September 2020 Accenture
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Prioritizing what to do to drive growth is 
challenging in the new non-linear consumer journey

Video for Reach 
and Awareness 

Search and Display Ads 
for Consideration 

Search and Shopping 
for Action

Purchase

Yesterday Today



Managing time across several activities is a 
tough balancing act for any marketer 
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Drive profitability

Manage businesses 
at scale

Plan for future 
campaigns

Provide business 
and market insights

Have strategic 
discussions



Proprietary + Confidential

External

what is optimization score?

DICTIONARY

Optimization score
Optimization score - is an estimate of how 
well your Google Ads accounts are set to 
perform.   
Optimization score runs from 0% to 100%, with 
100% meaning that your account is optimized to 
perform at its full potential.

It surfaces relevant optimization recommendations 
and estimates the impact of their implementation 
on the optimization score and various campaigns & 
account’s performance.

Translations and more definitions

Feedback

64.2%

34.6%

100%



Optimisation score can be assistive at all levels

● Actionable overview of how optimized your 
Google Ads marketing efforts are

● Quickly see Growth headroom 
opportunities to grow business

● Easily compare optimizations between 
your brands or markets

Strategic  level

● A  real-time insight into the headroom 
available to optimize your Google Ads 
accounts 

● Save valuable time in processes like 
identification and implementation of 
opportunities to maximize campaign 
performance 

Execution level



Proprietary + Confidential

External

On average. Internal Google data. Only for Search campaigns.

Advertisers who increased 
their account-level optimization 
score by 10 points saw a 
10% increase in conversions



Introducing Auto Applied recommendations beta

Helping your team save time and increase their 
efficiency.

Auto Applied recommendations regularly 
implements best practices to your Google ads 
accounts, so your team can focus on strategic 
projects.



Key takeaways for Peak

Digital Inspiration

Show up in the places 
where customers are 
looking for inspiration

Cover all the Bases

Focus on setting up 
campaigns to capture the 
customer at all steps of 
the journey

Achieve Greater Efficiency 

By opting in to Auto Applies 
you can free up your team's 
time to focus on more strategic 
efforts



00/00/00

Animated opener

Peak21 Thank you


